Bryan Amandolare, CFP®, CRPC®

As Vice President, Wealth Advisor Bryan is committed to performing diligent research, immersing
himself in the details, and creating long term relationships based on transparency and trust. Bryan
joined Financial Foundations as a registered representative of Commonwealth Financial Network® in
May 2004. Bryan’s and his team’s integrated approach to wealth management offers a comprehensive
array of financial services. When needed, Bryan works in tandem with your attorneys, accountants, and
any of your other advisors to ensure that the suggestions you are given align with all of your goals.
Bryan earned a BA from Quinnipiac University in 1999 where he received an athletic scholarship to play
Division I Men's Lacrosse. Upon receiving his degree, Bryan joined the financial services industry and has
embraced his profession. After years of trading and a passion for the markets, Bryan developed a strong
desire to shift from working with advisors to becoming one. His prior experience has been paramount to
his success in developing and implementing actively managed solutions to complement the values and
milestones of each client.
In accordance with FINRA regulations, Bryan has earned his Series 7, 63, and 65 registrations, in addition
to his producer life insurance license. Bryan has demonstrated his dedication to the industry by
obtaining the CFP® certification, making him a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional. In addition,
he has also attained the Chartered Retirement Planning CounselorSM (CRPC®) professional designation
through the College for Financial Planning.
Bryan has the support of his beautiful wife, Kristine, whom he met while they were both enrolled at
Quinnipiac. They have two children, Anthony Joseph (AJ), born in 2006, and Alexa Leigh, born in 2008. In
his free time, Bryan enjoys working out, coaching lacrosse and basketball and being a Dad.
Recent Honors
Bryan was named a Five Star wealth manager in 2014, 2015 and 2018 and also qualified for
Commonwealth’s Summit Club conference in 2015.
Bryan is proud to have been recognized as a Summit Club advisor for 2016—a distinction attained by
just 17 percent of advisors affiliated with Commonwealth Financial Network*.
Bryan is proud to have been recognized as a Five Star, Wealth Manager for
2014, 2015 and 2018.

*Each year, Commonwealth, the broker/dealer–RIA that helps us process investment transactions on your behalf,
recognizes President’s Club advisors by inviting them to an exclusive gathering of their peers, leading industry
experts, and Commonwealth home office staff. President’s Club advisors benefit from an intensive learning and
networking experience designed to help them hone their expertise, share best practices, and provide ever-higher
levels of service, education, and leadership to their clients.
**Five Star Award is based on 10 objective eligibility and evaluation criteria including: minimum of 5 years as an
active credentialed financial professional, favorable regulatory and complaint history, fulfillment of firm's internal
review, accepts new clients, client retention rates, client assets administered, number of client households,
education and professional designations. The award is not indicative of the wealth managers' future
performance. For more information please visit www.fivestarprofessional.com

